Module MPE07

Innovative techniques
in X-ray imaging:
Quantitative measurements
Optimisation studies

This is what you get...
• High level training from international experts
• Review of scientific literature
Quantitative Measurements Optimisation studies
• Understanding of
• Understand the range of
Quantitative measurements
optimisation methodologies
(MTF, NPS, DQE)
– Phantoms (physical &
anthropomorphic), study
• Ability to calculate MTF, NPS
types
and DQE
• Ability to apply knowledge • How to undertake observer
to quality control, fault
studies
finding and system
• Understanding of the clinical
procurement
task
• You produce your own
optimisation study proposal

Take home messages
• Quantitative measurements can provide a
deeper understanding about imaging systems
• We need to be able to relate quantitative
measurements to the effect on clinical exam
• The clinical task must be considered during
optimisation
• The risk of mis-diagnosis may be higher than
that associated with radiation dose
• Working at MPE level is not only about good
science but also requires soft-skills e.g.
leadership, negotiation

Teaching methods
20 Hours Face to Face,
Guildford, UK

60 Hours Online
Text

Seminars
Webcasts
Discussion

Quizzes

Demonstration
Videos

Tele-conference

Practicals

Discussion
Case studies

Meet
experts

Previous participants

“The knowledge was presented in an easily accessible fashion, particularly the online course was very well structured and contained a lot of useful material. ”
“It was great pleasure, AND most important a lot of knowledge that can be used
for optimizing procedures in DR & benefit our patients”
“I feel more confident with the quantitative measurements now. Just in time for a
big DR project getting underway here”
“I sincerely believe that attending this course has been for me a
great opportunity to do better my job”
“Thanks a lot for this course which was a highly informative
workshop and thank you all for the European collaboration
during studies ”
“It was a great pleasure for me to attend this "powerful" Module.”
“This has been a superb course. A lot of work went into distilling
large amounts of information down into serious knowledge.
The exam was good to demonstrate how much work I still need
to do!”
“Thanks to all presenters for making such a useful resource and
sharing their knowledge. I really enjoyed the social aspects of
the course too.”
“The study materials and especially the videos covered such a lot
of aspect never met in any of courses I've attended before. The
course was very complete.”
“The practical aspects in particular had given me the confidence
to introduce new working practices.”

